
Student Name: _______________________________________________ Date: _________________

                                                                          Classroom Rules                                                                                  
 
1) ___________________________________________________________________________________

- Do not ____________________ in the ____________________

- Be in the ____________________ when the bell ____________________

- Do not ____________________ if you are tardy - go get a ____________________

 
2) ___________________________________________________________________________________

- Leave your ____________________ in the classroom

- Always have a ____________________ ____________________

 
3) ___________________________________________________________________________________

- Do not disrespect your ____________________

- Do not disrespect your ____________________

- Do not use ____________________ language or ____________________ phrases or slurs

- Respect school property (____________________, ____________________, etc.)

4) ___________________________________________________________________________________

- Remember that a ____________________ is more costly than the ____________________

 - Remember that your ____________________ and actions show others your_______________

 
5) ___________________________________________________________________________________

- Come to class focused, ready to ____________________ and ready to ___________________

- Do not ____________________ class or the ____________________ of others

- Do not ____________________ in class



                                                                     Classroom Procedures                                                                                  

- Beginning Class

- Get your binder ____________________ sitting down

- Be sure you have a ____________________ writing utensil.

- Take a seat at ____________________ desk

- Begin your daily ____________________

- Ending Class

- Do not stop ____________________ until I have ended class

- Complete your daily ____________________

- Put your binder on the ____________________

- Check your desk before leaving to be sure that it is ____________________ 

- Turning in Work

- Write your ____________________ and the ____________________ on all assignments

- ____________________ will be deducted for missing information

- Turn in all assignments to receive ____________________

- Check on any ____________________ work after an ____________________

- Work missed will count as a ____________________ until it is turned in

- Miscellaneous

- Seating Charts

- When you are put into a new seating chart, ___________________find your new seat

- Progress Reports

- When you get a progress report, look at it ____________________ 

- Come to see me if you have any ____________________ or ____________________

- When in a location other than the classroom:

- Follow all ____________________

- Act ____________________ 

- Leaving Class

- You are allowed to leave class ____________________ if it is an __________________

- Getting water does ____________________ qualify as an emergency

 - Grading

- Test - ____________________% (papers, projects, tests)

- Quiz - ____________________% (warm-ups, journals, binder checks)

- Classwork - ____________________% (daily work, homework)

- Participation - ____________________%


